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FOREWORD
This document is submitted in accordance with Article XI
of Contract NAS9-15870 and represents the deliverable under
Line Item 2 (MA183 TFA) of the Data Requirements List.
The data presertad here completes the activities of Task 1
and ECP 1 under the Power Extension Package (PEP) Solar Array
Definition Study. Included are a system description, solar
array electrical design trades, a solar array mechanical design,
weight summary, loads and frequency analysis, a thermal analysis
summary, and results of the thermal cycling test on a solar cell
panel.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
This report presents the TRW conceptual design of a large, flexible,
lightweight solar array that meets the requirements of the Power Extension
Package (PEP) system. PEP is a proposed auxiliary power system for the
Space Transportation System (STS) that will augment the power and permit
longer duration missions of the Orbiter vehicle.
The conceptual design activity has focused on four major items in the
design process. These are: 1) the solar array overview assessment,
2) the solar array blanket definition, 3) the structural-mechanical systems
definition, and 4) the launch/re-entry blanket protection features. The over-
view assessment included a requirements and constraints review, the thermal
environment assessment on the design selection, an evaluation of blanket in-
tegration sequence, a conceptual blanket/harness design, and a hot spot
analysis considering the effects of shadowing and cell failures on overall
array reliability. The solar array blanket definition included the sub-
strate design, hinge designs and blanket/harness flexibility assessment.
Also included in the blanket definition were solar cell trade studies, cover
glass trade studies, solar cell layout evaluations and interconnector
selection studies.
The structural/mechanical systems definition included an overall
loads and deflection assessment, a frequency analysis of the deployed
assembly and a components weights estimate. This task also included design
of the blanket housing and definition of the blanket tensioning mechanism.
The launch/re-entry blanket protection task included assessment of solar cell/
cover glass cushioning concepts during ascent and re-entry flight condition.
An evaluation of stack height and container lid preload was made to
determine clearances between adjacent panel solar cells in the stowed
configuration. Excluded from the solar array design study was the deployment
mast and canister, which were added to the PEP System contractor's responsibility.
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A description of the PEP system and solar array requirements and
interfaces is presented in Section 2. Discussions of the design trades
and selection process for both the electrical and mechanical features of
the solar array are presented in Section 3. The baseline PEP solar array
design and an alternate configuration using large solar cells are summa-
rized in Section 4. In addition to the solar array design tasks, effort
was also devoted to definition of programmatic planning and costing
activities. A program plan and manufacturing facility plan were written
to develop, verify and deliver flight-qualified solar arrays. The esti-
mated costs and risks for the selected designs are summarized in Reference 1.
-2-
2.0 PEP SYSTEM
2.1 System Description
The Power Extension Package (PEP) is a modular, photovoltaic,
power package that is used on the Shuttle Orbiter vehicle to provide
additional power and to permit longer duration missions. This added
power and duration is only required for specific Orbiter missions, hence
the package is designed for easy installation and removal from the cargo
bay of the vehicle. Upon reaching orbit, the remote manipulator system
(RMS) is used to extract the solar array module from the vehicle and
orient it properly for deployment. Once the solar array is extended and
aligned to the sun, it is ready for operational use to provide about
32 kilowatts of total power (BOL). A gimbal device and sim sensors are
used to maintain the proper orientation of the solar cell panels relative
to the sun vector. A harness attached to the RMS carries the power from
the solar array to the cargo bay where it is reg%41ated, processed, and
distributed to the Orbiter load buses. Upon completion of the mission
the array is folded back into its containers and restowed within Orbiter
for return to earth.
Essential elements of the PEP system are illustrated in Figure 1.
It consists of four assemblies; the ADA, the PRCA, the interface kit and
the displays and controls. The Array Deployment Assembly (ADA) includes
a core structure with special end fittings to attach to the Orbiter longerons,
two lightweight, foldable solar array wings, two mast/canister deployment devices,
two diode assembly intercunnect boxes, a two-axis gimbal/slip ring assembly,
and the canister support assembly. Each solar array wing consists of flexible,
foldable blanket, a container box for the solar cell panel blanket, a blanket
tensioning system and a guide wire system.
The Power Regulation and Control Assembly (PRCA) includes six pul e-
width-modulated voltage regulators moUn Ud to three cold plates, three
shunt regulators and a power distribution and control box. All of these
items are attached to a support structure which is mounted in the Orbiter
cargo bay (Figure 2) and remains there au:ing the operational phase of the
mission.
-3-
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The PEP interface kit consists of a power cable that is attached to
the RMS, electrical harnesses and a data bus cable that mates the PRCA
and the Orbiter, and the structural attachment fittings and latches that
connect the ADA and PRCA to the Orbiter longerons. Figure 3 illustrates
the location and elements of the PEP interface kit. The final group of PEP
hardware consists of the avionics equipment which is partly in the ADA and
PRCA, and partly in the Orbiter crew compartment on the aft flight deck. These
include the sun sensor, sensor processor and array pointing and control
electronic assembly on the ADA; the multiplexer/demultiplexer (MDM) and data
bus couplers on the PRCA; and Vie multifunction CRT display system (MCDS),
the systems management computer, switch box and standard switch panel on the
Orbiter aft flight deck. Key elements of the avionics assembly are schematically
shown in Figure 4. The entire PEP system in the stowed configuration for launch
or re-entry flight conditions is illustrated in Figure 5. Information on the
PEP system was provided by the System Study Contractor in References 2 and 3.
2.2 Solar Array Requirements
The conceptual design of a PEP solar array must initially evolve from
a general set of requirements, hence at the beginning of this study the
requirements as listed in Table 1 were used. These requirements were jointly
formulated by the System Study Contractor and JSC. Since it is recognized
that the requirements are derived by a combination of factors, not all of which
are technical, this initial set of requirements was considered preliminary
and subject to change as the solar array design evolved.
Only a limited number of the requirements, however, have a direct
impact on the design. The orbital altitude and inclination have a strong
affect on the thermal and radiation environments and the total number of
thermal cycles. These in turn have a direct bearing on the selection of
solar cell type and interconnectors. The electrical power requirement
affects the choice of solar cell and the size of the array. The array
voltage and modularity requirements affect the number of cells and panels
in series and the power harness design. The total power requirements were
-6-
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initially specified only for beginning of life (BOL) but late in the
design phase, an end of life (EOL) power requirement was also defined.
Therefore, the selection of solar cell type was based on the BOL power
requirements; however, once the EOL requirement is specified for worst
case altitude and orbit inclination then trade studies considering radiation
degradation and solar cell efficiency would be performed to ensure that
#•	 the initial selection is still valid.
The envelope dimensions and weight allowance have a direct impact
-	 on the solar panel size and the materials selection used throughout the
design. The envelope requirements are discussed in more detail in Section
2.4. It should be noted that the deulo;^end/retraction device was not
included as a part of the solar array in the TRW definition study. It
was included as part of the system contractor's responsibility, hence the
discussions on requirements do not address this item. If a subsequent
phase of study or development should make this a part of the solar array
then requirements related to structural rigidity, extension and retraction
rates, and mast design loads would also become important.
2.3 PEP Power System - Solar Array Interfaces
The electrical and mechanical interfaces between the solar array and
the other PEP system hardware are illustrated in Figure 6. The array
blanket box assembly bolts to the ADA core structure at four locations
for each wing. There is one additional mechanical interface at the upper
end of the blanket where a linkage attaches to the tip fitting on the
deployment mast. The electrical interfaces are at the connector boxes
in the bottom, outboard ends of the blanket box assembly. The power
harnesses from the blanket and all instrumentation leads terminate at
these connector boxes. The system contractor supplies a harness from the
diode assembly to the solar array connector box.
2.4 Wing Container Envelope
The envelope available for the PEP solar array is determined from a
combination of constraints arising from Orbiter payloads, PEP system design
features and the solar array configuration. Assuming the Spacelab mission
is the most confining on available space, and working from preliminary
configurations of the ADA structure, the envelope presented in Figure 7
was allocated to the blanket container assembly for each wing in the PEP
-13-
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system. The principal dimensions are 3.88 meters (152.8 inches) in
length, 0.43 meter (11 inches) wide, and approximately 0.30 meter
(12 inches) in depth. These dimensions are considered applicable to the
overall size of the wing container. By making appropriate allowances for
the container structure and blanket restowing rattle space, the result-
ing dimensions dictate the solar cell panel size.
It is iecognized that the volume available for the PEP system will
permit some local protrusions of this volume. As the container latch
mechanism and blanket tensioning mechanism designs evolve, revisions to
the envelope may be required.
-15-
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	3.0	 DESIGN DEFINITION
	
3.1	 General
The conceptual design of a large, lightweight, flexible solar array
requires an interaction of the electrical and mechanical features to
evolve a viable, cost effective configuration. To ensure that an inte-
grated design philosophy was used during the Phase B effort, a preferred
design approach was initially assumed and key design issues were addressed
before the trade studies were started. A discussion of these items is
presented in the following sections. An outline of the baseline and
alternate design configurations is then presented and the design de-
finition concludes with the in-depth discussions of the electrical and
mechanical trade studies.
3.1.1 Design Approach
The PEP Solar Array design and performance requirements are new
and unique with respect to existing solar array designs in several ways:
the BOL power level of 32.8 Kw and the specific power of 60-70 W/Kg at
BOL is significantly c,-eater than those of any other array hardware design;
the array will be launched and returned to earth on a fairly periodic
basis; and the array will be used on a man-rated system, but can be re-
paired after returning from relatively short term space missions.
Investigations have shown that these new and unique requirements
could be met by either one of two approaches: one utilizing revolutionary
new (to the array industry) approaches, or evolutionary approaches that
are building on existing and proven technologies. Trade studies, however,
revealed that the remaining hard y wt , acquisition and life cycle mainten-
ance costs for either approach could be identical, so that only initial
development cost and schedule risks are decision drivers. Therefore, TRW
has selected the much lower risk evolutionary approach to its version of
the PEP array design.
A major consideration in the design impiemen .tion has been the need
for automated array assembly operations. Even if large 5 x 5 or 6 x 6 cm
size solar cells were to be used instead of the more standard 2 x 4 cm
-17-
cells, the total number of parts to be handled and assembled would be
a cost driver that mandates automated assembly processes.
In consideration of these factors, the principal approach selected
by TRW for the PEP design is to make maximum use of existing flight-type
hardware and to use existing manufacturing processes wherever possible.
It :,. felt that the power level and performance requirements of PEP
are so different from state-of-the-art arrays that the risks associated
with scaling up to the large system should not be compounded by adding
in new technology items unless it is absolutely necessary. Hence the
baseline design will select, if possible, flight-proven type solar cells,
cover glasses, and interconnectors in order to minimize performance and
schedule risks. In addition, the solar cell sizes and cell stack pro-
cesses will be selected to minimize risk and make maximum u:
	
TRW's
existing automated assembly line. By necessity the blanket su:strate
design will be new technology in order to meet the )rogram we ig ht goals;
however, the substrate designs will be made compatible with the
	
mated
assembly line.
Another fundamental approach is to make the PEP design sufficiently
flexible to accommodate alternate lower cost approaches and new technologies
if they should evolve within the PEP development phase. The large solar
cell is one possible candidate in this category and the impact on the base-
line design is assessed in the solar array design definition. A detail
risk/cost trade study wco'id be made before a new technology item would be
selected over an existing, flight-proven element. Finally it should be
noted that the TRW baseline design approach is to meet all the stated PEP
requirements and to give top priority to crew safety. This is consistent
with the system -tudy contractor philosophy and is followed throughout the
solar array trade studies.
3.1.2 Major Development Issues_
The principal development issues seen for the PEP solar array design
are summarized in Figure 8. The number one item is the solar cell selection
and the issues related to cost, weight and solar array size. The solar cell
protection feature during the launch and reentry environments is a second
major item in recognition of the call fragility and the compact storage
requirements. The unique requirement to return the blanket to earth means
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1 n
that it must refold and restow in the container in a positive and
reliable manner. To achieve this, the blanket without the tension pre-
load must have inherent stiffness and be under control during dynamic
and thermal environments. Another potential major problem item is the
solar array harness. The harness will run the length of the blanket and
therefore must have flexibility and low mass like other blanket components.
It is desired to have the harness folded stack height less than the blanket
height and to have a high fatigue resistance to survive the many folding
and unfolding operations. The final potential development issue is the
manufacturing processes required for the PEP solar array. It is antici-
pated that significant risks and costs are associated with the substrate
manufacturing, hence early confirmation of their producibility should be
demonstrated.
3.1.3 Solar Array Elements for Definition Study
The solar arrays are a part of the PEP system as described in Section
2.1. The elements that make up the solar array are dependent upon the
interface definition between the system and solar array contractor's hard-
ware. For the purpose of this study, the deployment/retraction device of
the solar array blankets relative to the blanket container is included on
the system contractor's side of the interface. Therefore the items that
make up the solar array are as follows:
• Blanket
- Solar Cells, Covers and Interconnects
Substrate
Hinges
- Harness
a Blanket Housing
- Container and Lid
- Lid Latching Mechanism
- Blanket Tension Mechanism
- Guide Wire System
• Spreader Bar and Linkage
-20-
These elements are illustrated for a partially-deployed wing in
Figure 9 and in Figure 10 for the fully deployed wing with the ex-
tendable mast. The blanket overall length is 36.98 meters (1456 inches),
consisting of 102 solar cell panels and a substrate leader at the forward
and aft ends. Each panel is 3.81 meters (150 inches) long and .36 meters
(14 inches) wide. Details of the electrical and mechanical design
features and the rationale for the selection are covered in the next
two sections.
3.2 Solar Array Electrical Design
3.2.1 Solar Array Sizing
Preliminary trade-offs indicated the desirability of minimizing
the blanket length and mass, for given stowage volume constraints. Thus
the highest practical cell output per unit blanket area, i.e., the highest
practical in-orbit cell efficiency was baselined as described in Section
3.2.5. Figure 11 illustrates the impact on array system power output
(for a fixed number of panels per wing) as the cell efficiency is varied.
Figure 11 also shows how the number of required active panels per wing for
constant array output (32.8 Kw)varies as a function of cell efficiency.
For example, a change from the baselined 14% cell to a more commonly used
12.8% cell would increase the number of panels from 102 to 112. This
10% increase in the number panels is equivalent to a 140 inch (11.7 feet)
increase in mast length and about 65 lb increase in the weight for two
blankets (weights are summarized in Figure 39).
The overall solar array is sized to meet the specified 32.8 Kw BOL
power output requirement. The array is composed of two wings and each
wing is assembled from a group of identical panels. The panel geometry is
sized on the basis of the available envelope with appropriate allowances
for container, hinge, and rattle space. Once the panel size is established
and the solar cell arrangement per panel is formulated then the power for
each can be determined. The appropriate number of panels are then selected
to meet the wing power output requirements. There are no other inherent
panel or array limitations which constrain the array size. A larger or
smaller number of panels may be assembled into the blankets. Solar cell
sizes may be varied to make the panel output voltage a desirable fraction
of the bus voltage, and to maximize the packing density of the cells on
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0 1
the panel. The solar cell efficiency determines the power output per
panel and the number of required panels is readily adjustable to ac-
commodate cells of any efficiency. Other factors such as cost and weight
become important as solar cell efficiencies vary.
3.2.2 Array Performance
Each of the two wings of the baseline solar array system is comprised
of 102 active solar cell panels. Each panel carries 1,200 solar cells
of 2.22 x 3.96 cm size and produces an output of 165.5W at 63V at 60°C,
nominally. Panels are series-connected in pairs into electrical modules
to produce a nominal bus voltage of 126V at the module level, and 122 V
at the wing output connector. Each wing (122,400 solar cells) produces
16.4 KW, and the array provides 32.8 KW, at 60°C operating temperature,
at beginning of life (BOL), at the array output connectors.
The alternate array design uses 100 active panels per wing (36,000
cells). Each panel carries 360 cells of 5.7 x 5.3 cm size. Panels, pro-
ducing 25V output nominally, are connected into modules in groups of five
for 122 V nominal bus voltage and 32.8 KW array power output at the array
output connectors.
The mechanical design details for both the 2.22 x 3.96 cm cell base-
line and the 5.7 x 5.3 cm cell alternate wing designs are summarized in
Table 2. The corresponding electrical performance details are given in
Table 3.
3.2.3 Solar Cell Layout Design Trades
Solar cell circuit can be layed out on the panel in essentially two
different ways as illustrated in Figure 12. In the upper view, rectan-
gular cells are shown positioned on the panel with their long dimension
parallel to the hinge line, while in the lower view they are positioned
perpendicular to the hinge line. In the first case, the string of cells
"snakes" up and down from the left toward the right, while in the latter
case the strings reach from panel end to panel end. Similar layouts are
also possible with the larger solar cells. With either approach, suscepti-
bility to hot spot effects can be reduced and magnetic field cancellation
can be achieved. Because o" somewhat lower manufacturing complexity and
slightly higher solar cell packing density, the selected approach depicted
in the lower view was selected. A summary of the design features for the
-25-
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baseline configuration using 2.22 x 3.96 cm cells and an alternate con-
figurati)n using 5.1 x 5.3 cm cells is presented in Figure 13.
3.2.4
	
Reliability and Hot Spot Considerations
There are several unique solar array design requirements to be met
by the PEP array that have heretofore not been encountered:
• The array produces relatively high output voltage (100-150 V)
and is subject to shadowing, making the hot spot phenomenon
more critical.
• The thin Kapton solar cell substrate possesses negligible
lateral heat conduction capability, thereby amplifying the
array's susceptibility to hot spot effects.
• The solar cells, interconnectors, and interconnector-to-cell
joints will be exposed repeatedly to vibrational and other
mechanical loads after increasing accumulated thermal cycling
exposure.
Recoganizing that the PEP array is designed for Sortie missions
and that the power is not essential to crew safety, the opportunity exists
to provide a low cost design that could be inspected and repaired as
j	 needed between missions. However when considerations for operational costs
€	 are included it is not deemed practical for economic reasons to perform
extensive rework after each mission. Therefore, the selected approach
for the array is to possess inherently high reliability and longevity,
requiring little rework after a number of missions. This approach en-
compasses the number of cells connected in parallel, the cell-to-substrate
mounting technique, the interconnector design, and the cell cushioning
concept. Related to it also are the interconnector-to-cell joining method,
and the solar cell size selection.
For given array shadowing patterns and other constraints, the number
of cells connected in parallel determines the severity of hot spot effects.
Generally, hot spot effects are minimized by either utilizing single-cell
strings ("one cell -in parallel"), or by connecting many cells in parallel.
Extrapolation of the data generated for the Skylab Orbital Workshop solar
array system indicated, however, that single-cell strings would be ruled
-29-
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out for PEP due to the higher operating voltage. However, connecting 8
cells in parallel, in an arrangement as shown in Option B in Figure 14
would result in acceptable hot spot conditions of not more than 17 volt
reverse bias and 170°C worst-case cell temperature. The assumed, hypo-
thetical shadowing condition for this case was that cells would be shadowed
by sharply defined shadows that would not permit the sharing of reverse
bias and power dissipation that actually occurs with more diffuse shadow
patterns that are caused by opaque objects that are several meters away
from the solar cells. The estimated, hypothetical worst-case temperature
of 170°C is sufficiently removed from the 183°C solder melting temperature
so that hot spot effects do not mandate welded interconnectors.
Hot spot conditions can not only be caubcd by array shadowing, but also
by broken solar cells and by failed interconnector/solar cell joints.
Figure 15 identifies a number of such failures as they relate to various
environmental stresses. Figure 16 illustrate a few key failure modes and
their effect on array output for the baseline solar cell design.
3.2.5 Solar Cell Trade Studies
3.2.5.1 Design Constraints
The quantity, thickness and efficiency of the selected solar cell
type has a significant impact on the blanket and mast lengths and on the
array system weight. Primarily to minimize adverse impacts on the overall
orbiter/RMS/array dynamics, solar ce p s were selected having the highest
practical operating efficiency that can be exp?cted to be in production
at the space solar cell vendors by 1980/81.
The relationship beti4een the number of panels required per wing (for
constant array output) and the solar cell efficiency (at 28°C) is illustrated
in Figure 11. An array, using the highest achievable cell efficiency with-
out a P+ field structire of approximately 12.8';`., would require 112 panels
per wing, thereby increasing the blanket and mast lengths by 140 inches
(11.7 feet of 3.56 m) over the baseline wing of 102 panels.
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3.2.5.2 Available Solar Cell Types
For general space applications, essentially three different classes
of solar cell types are available: 10 ohm-cm cells for high charged-
particle radiation environments as found in the Van Allen belts and at
synchronous altitude, 2 ohm-cm cells, and p+ or field cells for low
radiation environments as found in low earth (i.e., Shuttle) orbits and
in interplanetary space. The p + or back surface field (BSF) cells provide
approximately 10% more power at beginning of life than the 2 ohm-cm cells
Beyond 1 Mev fluence levels of approximately 1 x 10 14 a/cm2 their advantage
begins to diminish slowly. The 10 ohm-cm cells are of no interest to the
PEP missions because of their initial low output, therefore a higher out-
put p+ cell type has been selected. This cell has been in production for
several years at Applied Solar Energy Corporation (ASEC): formerly OCLI
or Optical Coating Laboratory, Incorporated, and is flight-proven on many
satellites. As presently developed, the average production yields approxi-
mately 13.8% efficiency at 28°C. Discussions held with two solar cell
vendors indicated that 14% efficiency cells should be readily available
for the PEP schedule needs. Thus 14%.was selected as the baseline efficiency.
3.2.5.3 Thermophysical Characteristics
The selected 14% efficient baseline cell is an 8 mil (0.20 mm) thick
p+
 field cell. The front surface is polished and coated with an optically
highly efficient multi-layer anti-reflective coating. Together with a back
surface reflector, the cell is expected to exhibit a solar absorptance of
0.75 as measured in the laboratory (non-operating). Under orbital operating
conditions and maximum power extraction from the cell, the effective solar
absorptance is diminshed to 0.63, resulting in an operating temperature
as low as 58°C.
Figure 17 illustrates the interrelationships between the solar cell
operating temperature and the effective solar absorptance for two substrate
thicknesses. The baseline Kapton substrate is approximately 2 mil thick,
being made of two plies of 1 mil each. The 1 mil Kapton line is shown for
reference only. The higher cell operating temperature on thinner sub-
strates arises from a decrease of the hemispherical emittance of the Kapton
with decreasing material thickness as given in the small tak e entitled
-35-
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0
"substrate" in Figure 17. Such relationship of emittance to thickness
is abserved on essentially all materials, even on thermal control paints.
The right-hand scale on the graph indicates the operating efficiency
of the 14% (at 28°C) baseline cell at the corresponding operating tempera-
tures given on the left-hand scale. Three of the four boxes at the upper
end of the graph define the approximate range of the non-operating
(measured) solar absorptance values for three distinct classes of solar
cells: 0.7 to 0.8 for back surface reflector (BSR) types, 0.8 to 0.9
for polished cells without BSR, and 0.9 to 1 for textured, or non-reflective
cells. The efficiency gain achieved by front surface texturing is essentially
counteracted by the cell's higher operating temperature.
3.2.5.4 Solar Cell Size
Many different solar cell sizes can be used on the blankets as
illustrated in Figure 18 without necessitating a change in the panel and
blanket dimensions. Only the rib spacing needs to be modified to accom-
modate the different cell width dimensions. The impact of changing the
cell size on the solar cell layout and the electrical blanket configuration
is also shown in this table. The particular dimensions of the baseline
and alternate, as well as the other cell sizes, were determined by maximiz-
ing the solar cell packing density within the fixed panel outside dimensions.
The selection of a nominal 2 x 4 cm size cell for the baseline design
was based on low risk; this cell size has been in production at the vendors
and in assembly at TRW for years. Automated production tooling and processes
are in existence and are being used every day.
A larger, alternate nominal 5 x 5 cm solar cell size could be at-
tractive for cost reasons The larger cell size would also permit a 2%
higher cell packing density, thereby reducing the blanket size from 102
to 100 panels. However, since this cell size has never been fabricated
in sufficient quantity and characterized by electrical and environmental
testing, either individually or in an assembly, it could not be used for
a production-ready baseline approach.
P
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3.2.5.5 Solar Cell Thickness
Variations in the cell thickness has a large impact on the array
blanket weight and cost, and has a mild impact on cell efficiency. The
weight impact arises primarily from the fact that of the 353 lbs. blanket
weight, 279 lbs (79%) are contributed by the solar cells. As cells are
made thinner however, the breakage rate in cell manufacturing and assembly
increases, also increasing the unit cell cost . The minimum practical
thickness for large-scale, low-risk production is believed to be 8 mil
(0.20 mm) as presently specified for the TDRSS project.
The effect of cell thickness variation on power output is somewhat
contrary for p+ field and non p+
 cells. For the non p+
 cells, the power
output decreases as the thickness is decreased. However, the p + field effect
tends to be enhanced as the cell thickness is reduced to less than the mean
minority carrier diffusion length (about 12 mil). Thinner cells (< 8 mil)
are expected to benefit greatly from the p +
 field structure as already
demonstrated by the high efficiency and charged particle radiation resistance
of many of the experimental 2 mil p + cells.
3.2.5.6 Contact Configuration
Primarily for low risk reasons, the flight proven conventional
palladium-passivated titanium-silver contact type was selected. High-
efficiency wrap-around contact cells, presently under development under
NASA-LeRC sponsorship, are still not as efficient as the same size cells
with conventional contacts and have not been environmentally tested yet.
Inasmuch as the TRW automated interconnector handling equipment does not
impose significant economic penalties on the array assembly, there is no
incentive to use lower-output, higher-cost, wrap-around contact cells. The
cost of wrap-around contact cells is estimated by the cell vendors to be in
the vicinity of 20% higher than conventional cells while the power output
is estimated at 2 to 3% less for the same cell size.
3.2.5.7 Temperature Coefficients
At the present time, the values of the p+
 field cell power output
temperature coefficients are uncertain. For many of the newer, high-efficiency
-39-
solar cell types, for both p+
 and non p+ types, and for thicker as well
as thinner cells, temperature coefficients for maximum power of -4.6% per
°C have been reported in the literature. It is not clear at this time
where this deviation from the more typical -4.3% per °C for the older
cell types arise from. In any case, for the trade studies presented
here, both p+ and non p+
 cells have been assumed to exhibit -4.6% per °C
coefficients.
3.2.6 Cover Glass Trades
3.2.6.1 Available Cover-glass Types
The available solar cell cover materials include microsheet, ceria
doped glass, and fused silica. The ceria glass inherently blocks the
transmission of solar UV radiation to the cover adhesive, while microsheet
and fused silica usually carry a UV reflective coating. Any of the covers
may or may not have a front surface AR coating. Of the available materials,
the lowest cost microsheet darkens most under heavy charged particle
radiation, but this is of minor concern for the planned low-radiation PEP
missions. Essentially all optical losses due to UV and charged particle
radiation can be ascribed to the coverglass adhesive, estimated to be about
2% aL EOL, independent of the cover material.
For the above stated reasons and cost, microsheet covers have been
selected for the baseline design, having a highly reflecting 350 nm
cut-on UV coating and a conventional MgF AR coating. Such microsheet covers
have been successfully used on the Skylab Orbital Workshoo Solar Array and
on other arrays for military missions in geosynchronous orbit.
3.2.6.2 Cover Sizing
The covers are slightly larger than the solar cells, overlapping
the interconnector-to-cell joints. Thus, perfect radiation shielding of
the solar cells is achieved and a smooth front surface is provided that
minimizes sharp edges at which snagging could occur.
3.2.6.3 Cover Thickness
A baseline cover thickness of nominally 6 mils (0.15 mm) was selected
because of widespread existing experience. However, recent developments
-40-
have indicated that a reduction to 4 mils (0.10 mm) may be possible
in which case a weight reduction per array system of 61.2 lbs (27.8 kg)
could be realized.
3.2.7 Interconnector Selection
3.2.7.1 Design Requirements
The solar cell interconnector design is driven primarily by the
18,000 thermal cycles expected during three years of cumulative orbital
operation within the ten year program life of the array, and some additional
thermal cycles caused by array shadowing. The thermal cycle accumulation
will be interspersed with mechanical load applications due to deployment
and restowage, and with vibrational loads during ascent and descent of the
Shuttle Orbiter. Secondary design considerations include interconnector
electrical losses, weight, and assembly cost.
3.2.7.2 Material Selection
Of all known metals, Invar has a coefficient of linear thermal ex-
pansion that most closely matches that of silicon. Consequently, thermo-
mechanical stresses in the interconnector-to-solar cell joints are minimized
by using Invar, and thermal cycling life of the joints is maximized. Invar,
a low expansion alloy made primarily of 36.0% Nickel and about 63% Iron,
is a poor electrical conduc*or. A thin silver plating therefore provides
electrical conductivity as well as a solderable (or weldable) surface.
3.2.7.3 Fatigue Life Considerations
The thermal cycling fatigue life of welded or soldered joints is strongly.
but not solely, related to the coefficients of linear thermal expansion.
Other important parameters include material stiffness, ductility and
metallurgical effects. Theoretical analyses and thermal %ycling testing
have shown that joints between silver plated Invar interconnectors and
silver plated solar cells have a significantly longer fatigue life than
those with silver plated Kovar, and even longer life than those with copper
or pure silver.
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The results of one of the theoretical analyses for welded joints is
depicted in Figure 19. This analysis showed a one order of magnitude
improvement of Kovar over copper or silver, and another order of magnitude
improvement of Invar over Kovar. The ordinate was not calculated, but
was chosen to coincide with a set of reliable test data.
3.2.7.4 Configuration Selection
Invar interconnectors, silver plated on both sides, do not lend
themselves to etched printed-circuit fabrication techniques. Therefore,
discrete piece parts as illustrated in Figure 20 are utilized (the auto-
matic handling of these parts in the array assembly is shown in Reference 1).
For the baseline solar cells, two such interconnectors are used per cell,
providing four-fold redundar' current paths and four joints on each of
two solar cell contacts. For the larger 5.7 x 5.3 cm cells, three inter-
connectors per cell are planned. The corresponding electrical losses in
the interconnectors are about 0.03% for the baseline cells and 0.1% for
the alternate cells.
The out-of-plane expansion loops (Figure 20) effectively decouple
any external forces and loads from the interconnector/cell joints, thereby
enhancing their thermal cycling life. External loads are caused by blanket
compression and te.,sion during stowage and deployment, by vibration and
shock, by therm.-il expansion differences between the solar cells and the
blanket substrate, and by panel (blanket) curving and billowing during
ground handling, testing, deployment, restowing, and in orbit during
attitude changes and plume impingement. The loops do not protrude past
the plane of the coverglasses, so that no interference exists in the stowed
blanket condition. A significant factor in reducing the external forces
on the joint,, is that the solar cells are permanently bonded with adhesive
to the substrate. Thus, the joints support only the light interconnectors.
3.2.7.5 J,Dininq Method
For the baseline approach, soldered interconnectors were selected
rather than welded ones, primarily for cost and r;,k reasons. Analyses
and preliminary tests indicate soldered joints will meet mission require-
ments. Soldering is a well-established, highly reliable technique whose
-42-
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process control problems, both at the cell vendors and at TRW, are well
understood. In addition to an automated soldering facility, TRW also has
in place, a high-rate welding capabi l ity, complete with automated NDT
(Non-Destructive Test) equipment, and many years of welding experience.
However, the process control understaiding for welding is not as complete
as it is for soldering. There are many solar cell manufacturing process
parameters and other environmental and metallurgical onditions that are
unrelated to the assembler's welding schedule, but may significantly
affect the thermal cycling life capability of joints. Welded joint pull
strength has not been found to be a reliable indicator of thermal cycling
life, everything else being constant (such as electrode foot print size,
weld pulse power, etc.). Thus welding is not normally ultilized unless
mission conditions dictates its need.
3.2.8 Harness Design
3.2.8.1 Requirements
The harnesses conducts the electrical power generated by the solar
cell panels to the base of the array wings, terminating in array output
connectors. The harnesses must be sized and designed for minimum system
weight, adequate stand-off voltage between conductors of oppor-ite polarity,
high flexibility at the panel hinge lines, adequate hinge folding/unfolding
flex cycling life, environmental stability, reliability, manufacturability,
repairability, crew safety, and thermal and mechanical compatibility
with the solar cell panel/blanket so as not to impede restowage in orbit.
Not mandatory, but highly desirable for stowage container design reasons,
is the desire for the folded (stowed) harness stack height not to exceed
the folded stack height of the solar cell panel blanket. Further require-
ments call for instrumentation cables (6 to 12 per harness) and a minimum
number of power circuits (50 per array) that can be connected into six
groups of independent power sources.
The above stated requirements imply that the harness be as narrow
as possible so as not to overly reduce the panel area on which solar cells
could be mounted.
-45-
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3.2.8.2 Configuration Options
The two possible harness iesign options are either flat photo-
etched printed circuit type conductors, stacked into several layers
inboard, or round conductors composed of stranded wires arranged in a
single, flat layer. Each of these approaches has advantages and disadvant-
ages. However, the stranded wire approach appears to offer greater
mechanical flexibility at the hinges, better inspectability, and easier
repairability.
Figure 21 illustrates in cross-section, the round wire approach.
Cross-sections for power conductors vary between 24 and 18 AWG gages. Where
larger crr:,-;-sections are required, 18 AWG conductors are paralleled so
that the folded stack height will not exceed the folded panel stack height.
The number of runs and corresponding cross-sections, for both baseline
copper-clad aluminum conductor and optional all-copper harnesses are
prese::ted in Figure 22. The copper-clad aluminum harness design features
for both the baseline and alternate solar cell array designs are summarized
in Figure 23.
3.2.8.3 panel Connections
Termination of the harness runs at the solar cell panels is illustrated
in Figure 24. Flat copper ribbons extend from the harness wires to
the solar cell string termination strips such that no conductors cross
over others. The series connection of panels is done similarly on the
opposite side of the panels (not illustrated).
The connection of the panels to each other and the harnesses is
schematically shown in Figure 25 for the baseline 2.22 x 3.96 cm cells
and in Figure 26 for the alternate 5.7 x 5.3 cm cells. Both figures to-
gether confirm that any odd or even number of panels, electrically connected
in series, can be accoirmnodated with equal ease.
3.2.8.4 Conductor Selection
i	 The available, practical conductor options include copper, copper-
`	 clad aluminum, and aluminum. For a given power loss, aluminum conductors
a	 would weight nearly one-half of copper conductors. However, the environ-
mental stability of aluminum cables, especially their terminators, remains
i
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e
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somewhat of a technical challenge. Since shuttle flights will develop
elevated temperatures and humid conditions in the cargo bay, the use of
pure aluminum conductors probably constitutes an excessive corrosion risk.
Therefore copper-clad aluminum wires that are environmentally more stable
were selected as baseline.
The power conductor cross-sections were sized based on minimum
array system weight. Figure 27 depicts the trade study. A minimum weight
system is achieved with 3% power loss for the copper clad aluminum.
The actual minimum for copper, requiring more than 104 panels per wing,
was not calculated. The temperature coefficients of resistivity for copper
and aluminum are almos,. identical, so that this trade study is applicable
for any reasonable temperatue range.
3.2.9 Cost Trade Studies in Solar Array Design
The dominant element in the solar array design from performance,
weight and cost view points is the solar cell. A series of trade studies
as identified in the previous section were performed to select the proper
solar cell for PEP based primarily on performance and producibility. In
order to perform solar cell trade studies based on costs, data was solicited
from several vendors to obtain unit costs as a function of size, efficiency,
thickness, quantity and certain other design features. Results of these
data are summarized in two charts.
As would be expected, the individual solar cells become more expensive
as the efficiency requirements increase. The compensating factors are that
less cells, covers, panels and labor are required as the efficiency increases,
hence the important information is on total program costs and not the cell
unit costs. Figure 28 summarizes the impact on total PEP solar array
costs as the solar cell efficiency is varied from the baseline 14% point.
Each data point breaks down the change in total costs in terms of solar cell
costs, cover glass, substrate, labor and miscellaneous material costs.
For example, at a cell efficiency level of 14.5% the cell unit cost is up
29% resulting in an overall program cost increase 3.3%. The number of solar
cell panels however are reduced from 102 to 98, requiring less cells,
covers, substrates, labor and other materials and bringing the overall pro-
gram costs to a point only 2.6% higher than the baseline. The interesting
point is that the inflection in the cost curve occurs at a solar cell
-53-
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efficiency of 13.5% but it shows only a 1% reduction from the baseline
program costs. Since the uncertainty in the solar cell vendor cost
data is greater than one percent the important results from the trade
study is that solar cell efficiency is not a strong cost driver on the
PEP solar array program.
Another aspect of solar cell efficiency not shown in Figure 28 is
weight. It is evident that as the efficiency increases the weight will
decrease, and for the PEP design, a ± 0.5 percent change in efficiency
will have an increase or decrease of'about 30 lbs. on the baseline design
system weight. A more significant interaction of cost and weight is
illustrated in Figure 29. The data plotted here is the change in total PEP
solar array costs versus blanket and system weight for variations in solar
cell thickness. Results are presented for both the baseline cells and
the alternate design with the large 5.1 x 5.3 cm cells. It is evident that
increasing the baseline solar cell thickness from 8 mil to 12 mil will
reduce the program costs by 5% and increase the system weight by 50 Kg.
The alternate large cell design shows a 9% lower cost for the 8 mil cell
and somewhat less than that at the thicker cell gages. The cost dif-
ferentials include different cell unit costs as well as different attrition
rates and are based on a combination of solar cell vendor data and past
experience from TRW hardware programs. It should be noted that the un-
certainty in the curves at 2 mil thickness levels is large compared to
the 8 mil and higher thicknesses because of the lack of production data.
3.3 Solar Ar ray Mechanical Design
The mechanical design of the PEP solar array is concerned with all
elements of the array that support and protect the solar cell strings
and the electrical wiring. This consists of the substrates, hinges, and
harness in the blanket assembly; and the container, lid, latches, tension-
ing mechanism, guide wire system and spreader bar in the blanket housing
assembly.
3.3.1 Design Trades and Goals
Design studies were made for eich major assembly to obtain the best
possible configuration that was consistent with the design requirements
-56-
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and constraints. Since there were certain inherent features that must
be incorporated, in order to achieve a workable design, a specific set
of goals was formulated for the flexible, foldup solar array. These
goals are as follows:
o Provide solar cell panel enhanced stiffness during deployment
and restowing operation.
o Provide a positive force on the panels during the initial
motion of the restowing sequence.
o Provide adequate solar cell protection in the stowed condition.
o Minimize solar cell laydown time during the manufacturing phase.
o Minimize torque and enhance fatigue resistance of harness fold
points.
The basic design approach to the PEP solar array considered large,
rigid frames with stretched membrane panels, a roll-up design with STEM
deployment devices, and a flatpack, fold-out design. The latter was
selected as the most feasible in light of the size of the array, the
deployment techniques to be used, and the packaging constraints. To
meet the weight requirements the substrates are made of thin sheet of
Kapton polymer film material with the solar cells bonded to it. Since
it acts essentially like a membrane, it is maintained under a constant
tension load in the deployed condition in order to provide adequate
stiffness. However, during the restowing operation, the tension load is
removed and the panel must then have a built-in stiffness in order to
properly control it. The panels have an aspect ratio of about 10 to 1,
hence the stiffness in-the-length direction needs to be considerably
greater than in-the-width direction. This panel stiffness goal was
achieved by a combination of built-in ribs and hinge stiffeners. A discussion
of the features will be presented in the next section. The goals of
positive folding and solar cell protection were also met by design features
of the hinges and the ribbed substrate concept.
The design goal associated with the minimum sour cell laydown time
is to reduce costs and to ensure high reliability. This is achieved by
making maximum use of TRW's highly automated solar cell assembly line, and
-58-
was best accomplished by preassembly of the substrate blanket and solar
cell strings it separate production lines until final assembly of the
blanket is accomplished. The possibility of doing this is enhanced if
the solar cell interconnects are independent of the substrate and if there
are no critical alignment requirements between the solar cell strings
and the substrates. The choices of the diicrete interconnectors and the
ribbed substrates achieve this goal with the advantages of reduced risks
and minimum costs.
The final item associated with the harness folding characteristics
is approached with the idea of a single layer of stranded wir^s and pre-
folded hinge points. Component testing of this concept will be required
to assess feasibility. A discussion of the baseline design in more detail
is presented in the next section.
3.3.2 Baseline Blanket Desi
The PEP solar array blanket isicludes the solar cells and cover glasses,
interconnects, substrates, hinges, harness, terminator strips and connector
ribbons. The design trades leading to the selection of the baseline solar
cells, cover glasses, interconnects and the harness electrical features were
covered in Section 3.2. The mechanical aspects of the design are discussed
in this section.
Figure 10 shows the complete wing assembly and the dimensions of a
single solar cell panel. The design trades leading to the sizing of the
panel and other principal features are summarized in Figure 30. The panel
size is controlled primarily by the volume constraints. Since it is
desirable to make the panel as large as possible in order to reduce the
number of panels, the actual size is determined first by the space available
for the container and then secondly by the construction details of the
container. To a limited extent, the panel/hinge design features and the
solar cell string arrangement (panel voltage) also must be accommodated.
From the volume constraints presented in Figure 7, the net panel dimensions
as shown in Figure 10 were selected as the PEP solar array baseline design.
I
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3.3.2.1 Substrate Desiqn
A variety of panel stiffener arrangements were considered, including
perimeter stiffeners, bonded distributed ribs, integral rib with flat back-
side, a waffle stiffener pattern and a double rib-nested arrangement. The
factors considered in making the selection were the magnitude of the stiff-
ness obtainable, the impact on stack height which affects container height,
the effect on solar cell packin g
 efficiency, the attachment strength, par-
ticularly in shear and peel, the weight, and manufacturing processes. The
concept that appeared to meet most of the cry ria was a combination of
double rib-nested design which has the rib formed directly into the sub-
strate material, and stiffeners in the hinge design. The substrate ribs
provide primarily the stiffness along the width dimension and the hinge
stiffeners are oriented along the panel length dimension. The combination
of stiffness is designed primarily for the parel during the refolding opera-
tion when it would be under partial compression.
The substrate concept selected for the baseline design '.s composed of
two plies of one mil Kapton bonded with a nitrile film adhesive (Freylock
F186). The Kapton plies have a pattern of integral formed ribs in each
ply. The ribs on the solar cell (upper) ply run the length of the panel
(137.6 inches), parallel to the solar cell string direction. The ribs on
the back side ply run the panel width dimension and are spaced at the center
of alternate solar cells. This ply also has space at either end to accommo-
date the harness runs (approximately 5.6 inches each) and includes a ground
handling loop (0.5 inches) at each end. The rib height and spacing is
determined by solar cell geometry, and by the stiffness and cell cushioning
requirements. The ribs on adjacent panels are similar but slightly offset
such that there is cell-to-rib contact in the stowed condition when two
panels have their solar cell sides facing each other, and with the ribs
centered under the solar cells when two panels are back to back.
This selective orientation of the ribs accomplishes several important
objectives. It cushions every solar cell between ribs on the front c-nd
back sides when in the stowed configuration. It minimizes the stack height
of the stowed blanket because of the nested-rib arrangement between adjacent
panels.	 It provides area contact between cell and rib, or substrate and rib
-61-
tc reduce the bearing stresses. It permits automated solar cell series
processing because the interconnects do not penetrate the Kapton and hence
do not require tight alignment between cells and substrates. And finally
because the ribs are an integral part of the Kapton plies, it provides
stiffening and cell cushioning with a minimum impact on weight.
3.3.2.2 Hinge Design
The hinges are used to link the panels together to make up the blanket.
They must be flexible enough to permit easy deployment and refolding opera-
tion and should have an inherent property that will ensure refolding in the
proper direction. Three design concepts were considered. The piano hinge
is the simplest and lightest, and consists of a small wire threaded through
loops on adjacent panels. The stiffened hinge is a variation of the piano
hinge but with increased out-of-plane bending stiffness by either add-on
stiffeners or thicker wire. The prestressed/stiffener hinge concept is a
bonded assembly that provides a positive force during refolding and also
incorporates significant stiffness.
The selected baseline hinge design consists of a rigid non-metallic
spacer that is bonded between two plies of 3-mil Kapton, An inner strip
of 1-mil Kapton is bonded to the two strips of 3-mil Kapton and the entire
assembly is bonded to the adjacent solar cell panels with lap joints. The
assembly is formed with the two strips of 3-mil Kapton in a flat orientation
similar to the folded blanket condition. When the blanket is deployed, the
3-mil Kapton strips rotate through a 90 degree angle, storing a certain
amount of strain energy. The inner 1-mil ply also opens up to a flat
condition to take tension load across the hinge line, but because of the
thinner gage it stores less train energy. When the tension preload is
relaxed during the restowing sequence, the strain energy will always
ii..tiate refolding of the panels in the proper direction. The urethane
spacer width and thickness is controlled to provide significant stiffness
along the length dimension of the panel. Alternate ninges also contain
reinforced inserts to accommodate the guide wire.
-62-
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The hinge design therefore serves several important functions. It provides
an inherent spring force for refolding the panels. It provides a significant
contribution of stiffness to the panel in the long dimension for both the
deployed and restowing conditions. The hinge has good tension load capa-
bility, and because it is located at the edge of the panel in the folded
condition it also serves to cushion the blanket and harness in the container.
3.3.2.3 Harness Mechanical Design
The power harness carries the solar electrical current from the panel
collectors to the base of the array where it terminates at connector, boxes in
the blanket housing. As discussed in Section 3.2.8, several concepts were
considered from an electrical performance viewpoint and the baseline concept
t
	
selected was copper-clad aluminum, stranded wires, These wires would vary
in gage de pending on the length of the run, and would be separated into two
harness groups, mounted on opposite edges of the panels to provide weight
and magnetic torque balances. The principal design concern; of the harness
from a mechanical viewpoint are flexibility, stowed stack height, and fatigue
life. Specific features were incorporated into the design to accommodate
the concerns.
The baseline harness design for PEP is illustrated in Figure 31. It
consists of a single flat layer of round stranded wires encapsulated in two
plies of 1-mil Kapton. The upper ply is formed over the individual or
paired conductors to provide electrical insulation and spacing. The harness
subassemblies are bonded to the individual solar cell panels in the harness
run areas that were allocated. The harness hinge configuration consists of
a prefolded design with the 180 degree fold at the tip. The tip is set
with epoxy to prevent flexing at the sharp curve point. The flexing is
then permitted at two points on either side of the tip fold with a bend
radius about five times the wire diameter. The angle of rotation at each
of these points is only 90 degrees.
The selected approach yields several advantages in that the flexibility
is enhanced by using a single layer of wires and by requiring flexing at a
larger radius at two locations for each hinge point rather than a single,
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sharp bend point. For the same reasons, the fatigue life is also increased
because the strain levels at the :)end points should be much reduced with
90 degree bend angles rather than 180 degree angles. The single flat layer
with Kapton covers should also result in a stack height at two adjacent
panels that is less than the stack height of the two nested-rib solar cell
panels. This approach simplifies the container design since special provisions
are not required in the container to accommodate the folded harnesses.
3.3.3 Alternate Blanket Design
The baseline blanket design described in the previous section is based
on the use of 2.22 x 3.96 cm solar cells. The cell dimensions depart
slightly from the more standard 2 x 4 cm cell size in order to maximize the
packaging efficiency and to satisfy the array voltage requirement. One
alternative investigated was the use of large cells because of the potential
significant cost saving that could be realized, as discussed in Reference 1.
Although this is not a solar cell design that is in current production, it
is recognized that NASA is planning to assess and possibly assist in its
development. In view of this potential cost-saving development, an alternate
blanket design was formulated based on the large solar cell usage.
The baseline panel design was reassessed considering initially a nominal
5 x 5 cm cell. To maintain as efficient usage of solar panel area as possible,
and to meet the system voltage requirement, a solar cell dimension of 5.70 x
5.30 cm was selected, (Figure 32). This results in a panel arrangement with
60 solar cells in series and 6 strings of cells per panel. This produces
approximately 25 volts per pa,,el and necessitates 5 panels in series in
order to reach the required voltage range of 100 to 125 volts.
The principal impact on the baseline design is to require a slight
change in the rib spacing on eacn panel and to modify the size and number
of wire conductors in the harness. The overall panel dimensions do not
change. The rib spacing on the solar cell side increases to accommodate
the 2.087 inch dimension as shown in Figure 32, resulting in a reduction
of the number of ribs. The rib spacing on the back side also increases
slightly to provide two ribs of cushioning on each cell with one rib on the
panel itself and the other, rib from the adjacent panel. The hinge design
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is not changed nor are any elements in the container, tensioning and guide
wire systems. However, because of the increased packing efficiency on
each panel, two less panels per wing are required compared to the baseline
configuration. A summary of the wing details for the baseline and alternate
designs are presented in Figure 33. The compatibility of the large solar
cell and the ribbed Kapton substrate was demonstrated for the temperature
environment by thermal cycling a small test panel over the -80°C to +60°C
range for 3275 cycles. A description of the test set-up and discussion
of the results are presented in Appendix A.
3.3.4 Blanket Housing Design
The blanket housing supports and protects the solar cell panels during
the launch and reentry phases of the mission. The principal elements of the
housing assembly are the container, lid, preload and latching mechanism,
blanket tensioning mechanisms and the guide wire system.
3.3.4.1 Container and Lid
Trade studies were undertaken to select a container-lid design and the
concepts considered are summarized in Figure 34.
	 One concept has the lid
attached to the mast tip and travels with the upper end of the blanket during
the deployment sequence. It acts as a rigid spreader bar in the deployed mode
and as the blanket compression device in the restowing operation. The lid
latches and locking mechanisms are designed into the linkages between the mast
tip and lid, and the motors on the mast canister are used to latch/unlatch the
lid and compress the blanket in the container.
The other concepts consider hinging the lid to the container and using
separate motors to latch/unlatch the lid and compress the blanket. A single
full lid concept hinges the lid on the container side opposite the mast. The
other two concepts used split lids with a clam shell configuration (longitudi-
nal split) in one and a mast side hinge in the other with the lid split in
the width direction. Advantages and disadvantages of each are summarized in
Figure 34.
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The container/lid concept selected for the baseline design is shown in
Figure 35. It has the lid hinged on the opposite side of the container from
the mast. The lid and container base are honeycomb construction and the four
walls are thin sheet material with fittings at four locations for the hinges
and latches. The preliminary selection is to use aluminum construction to
minimize costs and to simplify construction processes; however, a composite
structure has also been formulated and will be selected if weight becomes a
problem. Internal padding of the container is not planned.
3.3.4.2 Preload and Latching Mechanism
The container lid is opened and closed by two stepper motors that are
attached to the side of the container. The motor shafts are coupled through
gears to linkages that latch/unlatch the lid and lso preload the blanket in
the container. There are slots in the hinges to permit lid translation and
rotation since about one inch of vertical translation is required to preload
the blanket sufficiently to prevent lateral motion during launch and re-
entry flight conditions.
The lid latch and preload mechanism is presented in Figure 36. A rigid
link passes through a channel in the lid to a cam arm on the opposite side
of the container. During the unlatching sequence the initial rotaLion of the
latch shaft permits vertical translation of the lid. A pin in the cam slot
on the latch arm prevents the latch from rotating until near the end of the
vertical motion. At this time the latch will disengage the latch pin and
the lid and latch arm will rotate through an angle greater than 90 0 to permit
blanket deployment. Torque springs in the end of the motor shaft will hold
the lid in the open position.
3.3.4.3 Blanket Tensioning Mechanism
The PEP solar array blanket is extremely flexible and acts like a
membrane. To introduce stiffness in the longiLudinal direction and to
prevent blanket-to-mast contact, a uniform tension load is applied in the
fully-deployed condition. The tension load is applied by the canister
motors through the mast. The blanket tensioninn m prhan i tm reacts against
the mast loading to maintain the blanket under a relatively constant load
for both thermal and acceleration environments. Both in-plane and out-of-
plane distortions of the blanket must be accommodated. The concepts shown
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in Figure 37 were considered and the multiple negator spring concept was
selected. The principal advantages are to simplify the container design
and blanket stowing condition, and to minimize the effect of single point
failures.
The baseline design uses ten individual negator springs distributed
over the length of the panel with a nominal two pounds of force in each
spring. The length is sized to permit the base of the leader to extend
above the open container lid and to accommodate all thermal and acceleration
displacements that will occur in the deployed blan;.et. The flat negator
springs pass through slots in the honeycomb floor of the container to take
up reels mounted on the external side of the floor as illustrated in
Figure 38.
3.3.4.4 Guide Wire System
The blanket guide wire system consists of two small diameter wires
that are under a nominal constant 2-pound tension: load during the deploy-
ment and retraction operation of the blanket. The wires, located at about
one-third panel points, pass through holes in every other panel hinge
(every hinge on shade side of blanket, to take up reels on the lower,
outside surface of the container. Since the reels are relatively large,
they are mounted flush to the container, requiring guide pulleys to rotate
the wire through 90 degrees before reaching the reels. The negator springs
are attached to the take-up reel shaft to impose a constant torque and
hence a constant force on the wires. A sketch of the design features is
presented in Figure 38.
3.3.5 Spreader Bar and Linkage
The upper end of the blanket is attached to the deployment mast through
a spreader bar and linkage. The spreader bar provides a small, rigid
member running the width of the blanket to provide stiffness in that direction,
and to make the tension system effective during blanket in-plane motion.
The baseline design concept for the spreader bar is a rectangular graphite
tube. It attaches to the upper leader by bonding and/or bolts. It will
have a pin on the fitting where the linkage attaches to engage a V-shaped
-73-
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fitting on the container. The pin will engage the V-fit*"-ng during the
restowing operation to ensure proper positioning of the spreader bar in
the container.
The linkage connects the mast tip fitting to the center of the spreader
bar. For the rotating canister configuration, the linkage must be hinged
at the joint with the spreader bar. The length is detemined by the distance
between the stowed mast tip and the center of the spreader bar. A composite
rectangular tube construction, as shown in Figure 35, is planned.
3.4 Weight Summary
A summary of the PEP solar array wing weight for the baseline design
is presented in Figure 39. A total of 438 pounds is estimated if an
aluminum container is used, versus a total of 417 pounds if a graphite
container is used. The wing blanket is about 80 percent of that total.
The solar cell stack weight is approximately 80 percent of the blanket
;sight, hence any significant weight savings, if required, would have
-:o come from these elements. The cell stack and substrate weight items
are based on extrapolated data taken from measurements of sample test
panels, hence uncertainties regarding adhesive thickness and weight have
been considerably reduced. The weight data is also based on an 8-mil thick-
ness for the solar cell and a 6-mil thickness for the microsheet cover
glass. Slightly thinner cells and covers and the substitution of fused
silica in lieu of microsheet for the cover glass could provide substantial
weight saving at higher costs.
3.5 Loads and Frequency Assessment
3.5.1 Design Loads
A preliminary assessment of the loads environment ^s made for each
component of the PFP design. The loads conditions and
	 ;amic environ-
ments a s specified in Reference 2 were used to make the assessment. A
summary of the critical condition for each major component of the solar
array is presented in Figure 40. The container primarily supports the
blanket during lao —
 h and reentry, hence the critical conditions are the
accelerations dur'	 lift-off transients and the high steady state loads
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during reen'^ry. These loads are highly dependent on the Orbiter cargo
bay environments and the dynamic response characteristics of the PEP
array deployment assemblies. Since Orbiter has nc^ yet flown and the
dynamic characteristics of the deployment assembly are preliminary, it is
anticipated that several loads iterations will be required. The container
lid is designed primarily for the blanket preload in the stowed condition.
'This preload, however, is partly dependent on the friction loads between
the Kapton ribs and the solar cells. Preliminary loads have been deter-
mined and updates will be made after the component testing data has been
evaluated.
The critical solar cell conditions are the vibration and flight loads
in the stowed condition during boost, re-entry flight and landing. The
protection for the cells comes from the ribs and blanket preload provided
by the lid. Component testing will determine the magnitude of preload
required. The interconnects and solder joints are usually critical for
the thermal environments. The PEP baseline designs are identical to flight-
proven configurations and because the PEP environment is more benign, this
is not expected to be a critical problem area. The substrates and hinges
are designed primarily for the tension load in the deployed configuration
in combination with plume pressures and orbital accelerations. Current
evaluations show a relatively low stress condition, however the actual
loads are determined from a complex dynamic interaction of solar array,
plume forces and Orbiter motions. Extensive analyses based on coupled
models of the array, gimbals, RMS and Orbiter will be required. The
spreader bar design condition is due to the tension load in the blanket
and current sizing is based on a nominal twenty-pound load. Future trade
studies on blanket/vehicle dynamics may revise this tension preload value,
however changes in the spreader bar design should be minimal.
3.5.2 Frequency Assessment
Several dynamic models of the PEP solar array have been developed to
determine the dynamic characteristics of the cantilevered mast/blanket
combination and for use with the System Study Contractor's uynamic m^del
of the core structure and RMS. A three-view picture of the cantilevered
-79-
model is presented in Figure 41. The mast and canister are represented
by a series of beam elements and are offset from the plane of the blanket
by 18.5 inches. The stiffness and mass characteristics are as follows:
L	 = 1500 inch
D	 = 19.0 inch
EI	 = 64 x 10 6 lb-in2
GJ	 = 83 x 106 lb-in2
Wt/L = 0.0576 lb/in
The blanket, hinges, tensioning system, spreader bar and linkages are repre-
sented by a combination of membrane and beam elements. Since the membrane
elements out of plane stiffness are dependent on the tension preload, a
nominal value of 20 pounds was used in one version of the model. It should
also be noted that the negator springs carry a constant load independent of
the displacement, hence in the blanket 1nn n i t1 1d inal di'rectiuii these items
were modeled with a zero spring rate. The blanket parameters are:
L	 = 1500 inch (blanket panels, leaders, linkage)
W	 = 137.6 inch (effective width)
Wt/A	 = 0.00171 lb/in2
Tip Wt
	 = 15.0 lbs
Blanket tension = 20 lbs
A summary of the dynamic characteristics of the cantilevered model is
presented in Table 4. Plots of the first five mode shapes are presented in
Figures 42 through 56. Each mode shape is plotted with three different views
to provide a better understanding of the model characteristic. It is evident
that the first mode is out-of-plane bending of the mast and blanket. The
second mode is pure in-plane bending which is controlled entirely by the mast
stiffness. Mode 3 is the second out-of-plane bending mode and Mode 4 is a
pure torsion (i.e., twist) mode about the blanket's longitudinal axis. The
higher modes involve coupled motion of blanket and mast.
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Table 4
PEP SOLAR ARRAY DYNAMIC MODEL
DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS
FREQUENCY PARTICIPATION FACTORS
MODAL DESCRIPTION Hz X Y Z
1st Blanket/mast (out-of-plane) .0493 -.016 0 -.969
bending
1st Mast bending (in-plane), .0691 0 .925 0
blanket rigid, mast and blanket
in-phase
2nd Blanket (out-of-plane) bending .0966 -.025 0 .009
1st Blanket torsion .1004 0 .001 0
3rd Blanket (out-of-plane) bending .1490 .023 0 .273
2nd Blanket torsion .2006 0 0 0
4th Blanket (out-of-plane) bending .2098 .018 0 -.068
1st Mast bending (in-plane),	 blanket .2772 0 -.458 0
rigid, mast and blanket out-of-
phase
5th Blanket (out-of-plane) bending .2780 .014 0 .131
3rd Blanket torsion .3008 0 -.002 0
Modes normalized to a generalized mass of 1.0.
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There are certain parametric studies of the solar array dynamic
characteristics that can be made, however the primary requirement is to
perform the coupled system response analyses. These analyses would
determine the need for an isolation system for the array wings, the adequacy
of the mast strength and stiffness, and the relative deflections between
mast and blanket. Once the baseline design has been analyzed then the need
and direction for any solar array changes can then be formulated.
3.6 Thermal Analyses Summary
The thermal analysis/design tasks include the following: array config-
uration-thermal tradeoffs, nominal orbit-cell transient temperature predic-
tion, cell hot spot/open circuit thermal analysis and distortion thermal
analysis.
3.6.1 Array Configuration-Thermal Tradeoffs
A tradeoff involving cell solar absorptance and substrate Kapton
thickness has been completed. The array heating (solar. earth albedo and
earth infrared) was taken at the subsolar point fcr the nominal 220 nautical
mile earth orbit altitude (Beta - 50°). The solar absorptance was varied
between 0.7 and 1.0 for total thicknesses of 1, 2 and 4 mil Kapton. The
corresponding solar absorptance (a) and infrared hemispherical emittance
(E) for Kapton was:
Total Kapton
Thickness (mil)	 a	 E
1	 .36	 .5
2	 .44	 .78
4	 .53	 .8
The emittance of the glassed cell was 0.81.
The results of the tradeoff are presented in Figure 57, which contains
plots of cell temperature versus solar absorptance for total substrate
thicknesses of 1, 2 and 4 mil. Temperature-wise, there is no difference
between 2 and 4 mil. With the obvious selection of the 2-mil thickness,
the baseline operating temperature is 58°C and non-operating temperature
is 69°C (cv = .75) as shown in Figure 17.
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3.6.2 Cell Hot Spot/Open Circuit - Thermal Analysis
A cell hot spot/open circuit thermal analysis was completed and the
results are summarized in Figure 58. The thermal properties and orbital
heating are the same as those defined above for the two plies of 1-mil
Kapton configuration. Hot spot cell heating was varied f na 0 to 15 watts
per cell for the nominal solar cell and expressed for convenience in units
of equivalent solar constants.
3.6.3 Nominal Orbit - Cell Transient Temperature Prediction.
A transient thermal analysis rf the selected array configuration was
performed and solar cell temperature levels in the nominal orbit (Beta = 50°
- 220 nmi altitude) were determined. Results are presented iii Figure 59.
The operating array thermophysical properties were as preciously defined.
The transient orbital heating was determined utilizing TRW's version of
the computer program FLUXORB. The heating rates were then input to the
TRW Thermal Analyzer Program (TAP) to obtain the solar cell temperature
levels. As may be observed in Figure 59, the cell temperature varies from
a maximum of 57"C at the subsolo- point to a minimum of -81°C at the end of
the eclipse.
3.6.4 Distortion - Thermal Analysis
A first order thermal analysis of the PEP solar array including ribs,
hinges and harness was completed in order to perform an initial evaluation
of array distortion. Typically, the analysis was done steady state at the
subsolar point and the thermophysical properties utilized were the same as
described above.
Cell and rib temperature levels and gradient calculations were per-
formed for the cell and cell side ribs, and for the substrate side rib.
The rib solar transmittance was measured by TRW's Thermophysics Laboratory
and found to be 0.6r . The calcu, '.:ons show the temperature gradient for the
bulk of the array (cover, cell, etc.) is very small (2°F) and that for the
relatively small rib area is large, averaging 180"F an the cell side and
250°F oil 	 substrate side.
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The hinge temperature data was also determined for an extreme orbital
condition. The solar absorptance and infra-Rd hemispherical emittance of
the spacer was considered to be 0.8 and 0.9, respectively. Hinge gradients
were found to be relatively large; i.e., 270°F for the cell side hinge
and 245° F for the substrate side hinge.
The final definition of line losses and the harness design details
were not available prior to completion of the thermal analysis. Therefore
the analysis was done parametrically (wire size and line loss) for utili-
zation in the harness definition and the results are presented in Figure 60.
Actual power lead losses ranged from 190 milliwatts/ft for inner panels to
45 milliwatts/ft for outer panels. The temperature gradient across the harness
is estimated to be negligible for 3% line losses.
4.0 DESIGN SUMMARY
4.1 Baseline Configuration
The baseline configuration for TRW's concept of the PEP solar array
wing is presented in Figure 61. The design is a flexible, lightweight,
foldout array consisting of 102 solar cell panels per wing. The overall
wing length is 37.0 meters (1456 inches) and 3.81 meters (150 inches) wide.
Each panel consists of 1200 solar cells mounted on a substrate of two plies
of one mil Kapton. Rib stiffeners are formed into each ply to provide solar
cell protection in the stowed condition and panel stiffening in the deployed
configuration.
The silicon solar cells are 2.22 x 3.96 cm in size, 8 mils thick with
a power conversion efficiency of 14% at 28°C. Each cell is covered with a
microsheet cover glass of 6 mils. Conventional shaped Invar interconnects
f
are soldered to the cells to provide 8 strings of 150 cells for each panel.
Pair of adjacent panels are wired in series to produce approximately 122
volts and a total power output of 16.4 kilowatts per wing.
The baseline solar array is deployed from an aluminum honeycomb container
by a mast/canister device. The container lid is opened and closed by redundant
stepper motors which also cempress the blanket in the stowed position and
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activate the latches which seal the lid closed. Other essential elements of
the baseline design include a 10 spring tensioning mechanism to maintain
the blanket under a constant load when deployed, and a guide wire system
to provide blanket displacement control during the deployment and restowing
operations.
The TRW baseline solar array design meets all of the requirements. The
concept is low risk to the extent that the solar cell type, solar cell size
and the interconnector designs are selected from existing, flight proven,
conventional designs and uses manufacturing processes currently in operation
by solar cell suppliers. The substrate designs are new and unique, however
test samples have been built and thermal cycling tests have been performed
to demonstrate the compatibility of substrate and solar cells in a thermal
environment.
4.2 Alternate Design
A variety of design concepts have been evaluated for various elements
of the PEP solar array. The principal alternate design, that has the
potential for significant cost savings, is the use of large solar cells.
An assessment of the solar array configuration using the large 5.3 x 5.7 cm
cells shows only minor impacts on the panel design. The use of this cell size
improves the package efficiency per pan=1 to the extent that two less panels
per wing are required compared to the baseline design to meet the wing power
output requirement. Because of the fewer number o f cells in series the
voltage per panel is less, necessitating that 5 panels be connected in series
to meet the array voltage requirement.
Another possible design alternative is the use of a composite material
container in iieu of the aluminum design. There is a cost penalty associated
with the weight saving and the final selection of container material is
dependent on whether weight or cost is the primary driver. Another study to
be performed is cost-weight trades associated with solar cell and cover glass
r
thickness. Reducing the thickness of these items below the baseline design
could have an impact on other elements such as the substrate and container
and further study would be required before this alternative is considered
Iviable.
-106-
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APPENDIX A
THERMAL CYCLING TEST ON PEP SOLAR CELL PANEL
A-1 INTRODUCTION
This Appendix presents data on a thermal cycling test that was performed
on a small solar cell panel using 5 x 5 cm solar cells and the TRW type
flexible ribbed substrate. The test was performed in accordance with t-he
general requirements as defined in the NASA/JSC Statement of Work. In-
cluded here are details on the solar cells and cover glass, the fabrication
processes of the test panel, and results of the thermal cycling test.
4	
The primary purpose of the test was to demonstrate the compatibility of
the large 5 x 5 cm solar cells and the TRW flexible substrate design in a
typical operational environment. Thirty-six of the 50 x 50 x 0.25 mm BSR
cells were bonded to the two-ply, ribbed Kapton substrate. The panel was
mounted in a temperature-control l ?d test chamber and subjected to thermal
cycling between -80°C and +60°C. The power output from individual 6-cell
strings was periodically measured to determine any changes in performance
caused by the cycling process. A total of 3275 thermal cycles were achieved
in the time period allocated to the test. Some solar cell cover glass
cracks were observed, but electrical performance did not degrade as a
result of the environmental exposure.
A-2 TEST PANEL DESCRIPTION
Two test panels were fabricated using ribbed Kapton substrates. Each
substrate consists of two plies of 0.001 inch thick Kapton sheets with
integral formed ribs on both front and back plies. The ribs on the back side
run 90° with respect to the ribs on the front side. The two plies are
bonded together using a nitrile film adhesive. The solar cell strings are
between the front ribs. Each panel holds six solar cell strings, consisting
of six glassed 5 x 5 cm cells per string, all interconnected with three
A-1
K@
U-shaped Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS) type intercon-
nectors per cell. The following is the material list:
Solar Cell, (5x5 cm):
	
1.969 x 1.969 x 0.012 in. Solder covered
i
Interconnector (TDRSS):
	
Invar, 0.001 in. thick, Ag-plated
Cover Glass:
	
Microsheet, 1.980 x 1.980 x 0.006 in.
Adhesive, (cover-to-cell):
	
DC 93-500
Termination Bars, (Pos.&Neg.): 0.0065 in. thick x 0.2 in. wide(TDRSS)
Adhesive, (cell-to-substrate): RTV-118
Substrate:
	
Kapton, 14.25 x 14.25 x 0.0045 in.
A-3 TEST PANEL ASSEMBLY
The sequence of assembly was as follows:
1. Reflow-soldering of three interconnectors/cell to front cell
contact.
2. Application of cover glass.
3. Preliminary performance test (low light intensity).
4. Stringing of six series connected cells (reflow-soldering of
interconnector to rear cell side).
5. Reflow-soldering of positive and negative termination bars.
6. Fonding of six-cell strings to Kapton substrate.
7. Panel inspection and performance test with pulsed solar simulator.
Simple assembly fixtures were fabricated in order to accommodate the
large 5 x 5 cm cells in the various assembly operations:
a. Soldering fixture - for the positioning of interconnectors
above the front cell contact during retlow soldering.
b. Gl.issing fixture - for proper cover glass alignment with respect
to the solar cell during the bonding operation.
c. Cell string assembly fixture - for cell-to-cell alignment and
spacing during rear contact reflow soldering.
A
Existing assembly and test equipment was used throughout.
All soldering operations went without difficulty, however, the cover-to-
cell and cell-to-substrate bonding operations posed some problems that
require further study and development. The main reason for these bonding
problems encountered in comparison to the 2 x 4 cm cells now processed
without difficulty is the increase in cell size and the cell shape. For
example, a 2 x 2 cm cell is glassed and bonded with a single adhesive
dot. A 2 x 4 cm cell is glassed with two adhesive dots. When glassing
the 5 x 5 cm cell, several experiments were conducted using a) one large
adhesive dot which was found to be impractical because the adhesive does
not flow into the cell edges in time, b) four adhesive dots equally spaced,
produced one large bubble in the center of the cell, c) six adhesive dots,
two in the center of the cell and four dots in each cell corner. This was
an improvement but still produces periodic bubbles and voids in the cell
`	 corners. d) The final method of adhesive application was accomplished by
dispensing one dot of adhesive (170 mg of DC 93-500) onto the center of
the cell and then manually raking some portion of that adhesive into the
four cell corners. This method was further improved by placing a weight,
slightly smaller than the cell stack, on top of the cover glass in order
to speed up the adhesive spreading between cell and cover glass. This
weight was removed when the adhesive had almost reached the cell edges.
The adhesive bond line thickness ranged from 0.001 to 0.003 inch.
Similar problems were encountered as the six-cell module strings were
bonded to the Kapton substrate. The adhesive dot pattern used here con-
1	 sisted o f six dots, two dots in the center of the cell and four dots in
(	 each corner. As stated earlier, the bonding methods do require further
t	 development. The modules were assembled by one operator, who is ex-
`	 perienced with the assembly of conventional solar cell assemblies where
cell thicknesses of 0.003, 0.008 inch and thicker have been involved.
All assembly steps were submitted to the operator in writing prior to
assembly. The resulting usable device yield for the cells processed was
1	 about 90 ^.
I	 A-3
R
Cell used (two test panels)
	 72
Glassed cells broken	 9
The front and rear view of one of the completed modules is shown in
Figures 2 and 3.
A-4 INSPECTION AND TEST
A visual inspection was performed on both panels after assembly. The
performance measurements of the two modules were obtained with the Large
Area Pulsed Solar Simulator, (LAPSS) at one sun, AMO intensity, 28°C.
The results are shown in Tables 1 and 2. The cells were not matched by
performance prior to cell string assembly.
A-5 COMPONENT WEIGHT/THICKNESS
Prior to and after cell stack assembly, the individual component weight
of 20 units were measured and recorded, along w.th the cell, cover and
cell stack thickness. The cell thickness specified in the Purchase Order
was 0.008 + 0.002 inch. However, the actual cell thickness measurement
revealed an average thickness of 0.012 inch, representing the thinnest
cells of that size available at this time.
The component weight and thickness is summarized in Table 3. The final
cover glass-to-cell adhesive weight was 151 mg based on the average results
presented.
A-6 TEST SETUP
The apparatus used in this test consisted of an aluminum frame, air cycling
chamber, strip chart recorder, automatic temperature control equipment,
and the large Area Pulsed Solar Simulator (LAPSS). The test panel was
mounted on the frame using springs as shown in Figure 1. Thermocouple
and instrumentation wires were connected and the test panel was then
placed in the air chamber as shown in Figure 1. The air chamber was
cooler with LN2 until a	 of -80°C was	 reached. The cycle was
then automatically reversed u51ng electrically-heated forced convection
A-4
of GN2
 until a temperature o- +60°C was reached with the cycle time being
set for approximately 17 minutes. Once a week (approximately every 500
cycles) the instrumentation wires were disconnected and the test panel
removed from the chamber and visually inspected for defects. The test
panel was then illuminated with the LAPSS and the test sequence was re-
peated. The appearance of the panel did not change as a result of the
test.
A-7 TEST PROCEDURE
1. Each of the six strings of the 36-call panel was given a 10-point
I-V curve on the Large Area Pulsed Solar Simulator and then mounted
in the air cycli g chamber and subjected to 500 temperature cycles
per week between ,
 -80°C and +60°C.
2. The panel was removed from the chamber and illuminated after 100,
400, 1600, 2200, 2855, and 3275 cycles, and data was recorded.
3. The recorded data from the LAPSS was averaged for the six strings
on the test panel in terms of power, voltage, and current. Re--.ults
are summarized in Table 4. Plots of these parameters as a function
of thermal cycles are presented in Figures 4 through 6.
4. The panel was thoroughly inspected each time and any damage was
recorded on a standard form. Copies of these inspection records
are presented in Figures 7 through 11.
A-8 DISCUSS
-
ION
-
OF
--
TEST DATA
After 1600 cycles of thermal cycling and after the power output measure-
ments, the standard reference cell was accidentally dropped and broken.
This required a new standard cell to be u ,^ ,^d for subsequent illumination
tests. The maximum power data after 2200 cycles is lower by about 90
milliwatts from the previous tests and is attributed to a calibration
difference in the new cell.
A-5
Upon being visually inspected after each cycling test, cracked cover
glasses were noted after 100. 100 and 1600 th ,.-rmal cycles. No additional
defects occurred through the completion of the test.
rnNri 114ZrnNc
1. A sudden decrease of 3% in current at 2200 cycles was observed and
has been attributed to the change in standard cell. All data taken
with the old and the new standard cells were within + 0.5% of the
initial measurement. Therefore, it is concluded that no electrical
degradation resulted from environmental exposure up to 3215 cycles.
2. Three solar cell cover cracks were observed in the first 1600 cycles
but they did not affect solar panel performance.
3. For the range of temperature and number of thermal cycles tested,
there appears to be an acceptable compatibility between the 50 x 50 x
0.25 mm solar cells and the flexible, ribbed, Kapton substrate.
A-6
TABLE 1.	 Panel Current -Voltage Characteristic at 1 Sun Intensity, A1=0 .128'C
Panel S/N 1, measured after fabrication
PANEL SERIAL%STRING a S/14-1- A
STD CELL S/N FSC-OC-212
ISC 0.2655 AMP
TEMP 22.9c
TEMP CQEF 0.4283 ': ,,`DEG	 C
lD//F l7 9
VOLTS	 AMPS WATTS STD AMF
3.518	 0.0005 0.0018 0.2654
3.163	 0.73 02 2.310 0.2658
3.092	 0.7941 2.455 0.2655
3.017	 0.8436 2.545 0.2652
2.910	 0.8877 2.583 0.2663
2.804	 0.9132 2.561 0.2652
2.552	 0.9378 2.393 0.2660
2.194	 0.9506 2. 1)86 0.2662
1.799 	 0. `=±553 1.719 0.2673
0.3644	 0.9592 0.3495 0.2657
PANEL SERIAL.,STRING .. S: N-1- G
STD CELL S , N FSC-OC_-212
ISC 0.2655 AMP
TEMP 23.00
TEMP COEF 0.4283 %, , DEG C
PANEL SERIAL/STRING e. S/1,1-1- B
STD CELL S/N FSC-OC-212
ISC 0. 2655 AMP
TEMP 23.00
TEMP COEF 0.4283 :%DEG C
VOLTS AMPS WATTS STD	 ,,M1
3.520 0.0005 0.0018 0.2669
3.165 0.7399 2.342 0.2653
3. 092 0.7957 2.460 CI.2654
3.019 0.8353 2.522 0.26611
2.910 0.8709 2.534 0.2655
2.803 0.8893 2.493 0.2659
2.55c 0.907? 2.315 0.26t•I
2.193 0.9166 2.1110 0. Ct.5::t
1.800 0.9208 1.657 (1.2651=;
0.3779 .92c6 0.3487 0.265-
PANEL SERIAL/STRING	 S/14-1- D
STD CELL ",/N FSC-OC-212
:SC. O.c.^_„tF,
TEMP 23.1C
TEMP CTIEF i-.._b3 %:/DEG C
:V OLT= HMF`_ WATT"' STD AMP VOLTS AMPS WATTS ; T11 HMP
52; 1--1. (U1.14 il, 1)1114 0.2655 3.526 0.0006 0.0021 0.2t 48
. 171 0. 7 -391 c. 344 A. c6`?9 1.176 0. ?265 2.307 iJ. 2E•52
= .	 1 !11 0.79911 2.478 0.2659 3.106 (1.7912 2.457 C1.2t".5,3
iIC4 c^I, t.4_^y c -. .`. _a_ ._ 0. ct. ^c 3.029 0. 8417 2.550 0.2651.
1!. :3'_51 c.58.3 u.`_666 ^c.923 0.81143 2.585 0.2655
91)43 2.541 0.2655 2.814 0.9066 2.551 0.26--53
2.559 i1.'	 It•1 2. 34 4 il.cc.`y 2.56_ 0.9186 2.--1, 54 0„r.5ii
C. 199 I;i 2.11211 11,2 ►j t1 C.C oI 11.9211a C.CICt 11.Cf•^ici
A .
 9 194 1.6518 0. 26 4 9 1 .805 i► , 9213 -1.6a _: O. 'Ct+Sil
11.2. ii,_'t.45 0.3804 A.`+231 0.3511 (1.cr.`_9
FAHEL '_ERIHL TPIN I_ N-1- E PANEL S ERIAL-'=TRING
	 ::	 _ N-1- F
=.TI1 	CELL H	 F_C-0 1. -212 =TD CELL F'=1_-01-_-212
I =C	 ( 1 . Ct•55 HMP I __C 0.21•`- C_ 	 AMP
TEMP r". IC TEMP 23. 1C.
TEMP COEF	 1 .42x : =' '.	 II EG	 C TEMP COEF 11 ,421 : 3 '.'I1 EG	 C
` OLT=- HMP WRTT= TD HMP ',OLT' HMP`- IdHTT` :TD HMF'
^ ` ^
'
1 1 ,	 11 1 1 Il c. 1 1 ,	 1 1 1 1 1 11 , ^; r. ^ ^, c -.JCi - cI1,	 11111E	 , 11,	 11111: - ,-I1, Ch ^4
3. 1 7 3 I1,	 2^^ G . _ 1t. I1, CticrJ 3. 1 7 (1  Q.,.	 c,
3. 1 0 1 1.1.	 `^_;' 2 ,.3x.1 11.5184x. ;, 1 112 i1. 1`!CC C. 4` r' i1. Ct•`_6
••
6.	 :4C 3 2.5511 (1. 2654 II25 U. r: 4C8 4C. `9 I1, C6 cc
51.`+ 1}3 c:c:^il ^,^:.•c 11.CL,t+1 c. 31	 / i1,^:81r-• c. `73 il, Ct °C,
c.`4E.- (I.Ct•`C 2. _I1 ii,'^ii13 51.54 i1.2t•48
2. `^59 1J.	 1751: c:.	 .iy il. Ctt•5 2. 5x' . 1 il. 9146 2. 342 ii, c't•5`^
C. 194 li,'a1	 •'^ C.1'IC. 11,Cnrll C. 1 +y I1,'^17}i '. A le
11 , '4 C II C 1 .1.811 II.CO` ^ 1 .CIIS I1,	 1 }C 1 .Gc_1 11,2x.51.1.
II, .--, 684 0. 922 { il,	 j4r: I1, 265 1 il,	 '^1iy III J1 V°J 0.	 _	 ;1111 II, hl (IC -.
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TABLE 2. Panel Current-Voltage Characteristic at 1 Sun intensity, AM-0 J280
Panel S/N 2, measured after fabrication
PANEL SERIRL%STRING ,- S/N-2- A PANEL SERIRL/STRINC # Sf14-2- B
STD CELL S/N FSC-OC-212 STD CELL S/'N FSC-OC-212
ISC 0.2655 AMP ISC 0.2655 AMP
TEMP 23.1C TEMP 23.1C
TEMP COEF 0.4283 %i DEG C TEMP COEF 0.4283 %zDEG C
xAf' /-Ir
VOLTS	 AMPS WATTS STD AMP VOLTS AMPS WATTS STD AMP
3.524	 0.0006 0. 0021 0.2660 3.519 0.0005 0.0018 0.2652
3.175	 0.7333 22.328 0.2648 3.163 0.7445 2.355 0.2659
34105	 0.7971 2.475 0.2658 3. 092 0.8002 2.475 0.2652
3. 030	 0.8461 2.564 0.2660 3.016 0.8427 2.542 ("2666
2.921	 0.8880 2.594 012662 2.911 0.8788 2.558 0.2655
2.813	 0.9075 2.553 tit. 2656 2.804 0.8997 2. 523 0.26^r-,
2.56,3	 0.9210 2.361 0,2658 2.552 .0.9202 2.348 0.2k5
2.2000	 0.;+237 2.032 Q2663 2.193 0.9276 2.034 0.2649
1.805	 0.9242 1.668 042652 1.800 0.9305 1.675 (42651-.
0.3720	 01.9263 0.3353 0.2661 0.3806 0.9313 0.3545 0.26.1.9
I
PANEL SERIAL/'S:TR.ING :- 	 C
STD CELL S/N F': C- q C-212
ISC 0.2655 AMP
TEMP 23.10
TEMP COEF 0.4283 %/'PEI; C.
PANEL SERIAL/'STRING :- S/'N-2-II
STD CELL }N FSC-00-212
ISC 0.2655 AMP
TEMP 23.1C
TEMP COEF 0.428'(
	 DEG C
',;OLTS AMP`: WATTS _'TD AMP VOLTS AMPS WATTS =TD ^01P
`,2_,
_^ 5 5 _0 il004, 0. 0014 0.2655 ;x.5 1: 11.0IIII!5 11,0018 !1.`r.4,'
3.170 0.7214 2.287 U. 2666 3.164 0.7332 2.320 0.2654
3.101 0.7813 2.423 0.2664 3.093 0.7904 2.445 ("26K.'
3.025 0.8364 2.530 0.2662 3.016 0.8472 2.555 II. pvc	 1
2.918 0.0801 2.568 Ch 2655 2.910 0.8891 2.587 Cu 26`_ C-
2.811 0.9044 2.542 0.2662 2.804 0.9122 2.558 0.265=:
2.561 0.9231 2.364 0.2E+59 2.552 0.9289 2.371 0.265x,
2.199 0.929 0 2. 043 0.2661 2.192 0.9315 2.042 0.260-3
1.805 0. 9291 1.677 0.2660 1.799 0.9316 1.676 i_1.2t.<< _;
0.4277 0.93 1 7 II, 3985 0.2660 14419 0 0.9339 0.3913 n. 265 5
PANEL `=ERIAL =TRING '. :_:: Pi 	 E
=TD CELL S- N F'=C- q C-2:12
I [ 0.2655 AMP
TEMP 2:3, ill_
TEMP COEF 11. 42 :3 . DEG C
PANEL SERI AL/.`=TRING .. 3/N-2- F
TD C ELL
	
N F.--.:C:-DC-212
ISC (1.2655 AMP
TEMP 23. 1C:
TEMP COEF	 %,-,DEG I
VOLT'= AMPS: 55TTS _ D AMP VOLK AMPS_ h1A TT'= S:TD	 +IMP
3.521 0. 0004 0.0014 0.2647 3.51 :3 0. 0004 0.0014 0.264 4
04165 0.7205 2.281.1 0.2651 11 . 163 K7090190 2. 24 3 II. 26Z:4
3.093 0.7 799 2.412 '1 . 2649 3.094 0.76, 1 0 2. 355 0.2641
3.018 0. 8399 2.5=5 6264:= 3.016 0.8253 2.489 0.2651
2. 913 0.8809 2.566 I_I . 26 4 '8 11.911 0.8672 2.524 11 . 26Q.
2.8 03 0.9528 2.531 0.2651 2.003 0.8903 2.496 0.2654
2. 554 0.9176 2. 344 U. 2644 2.553 0. 9099 2.323 6 204E
2. 191 0.9212 2. 018 11.2648 2.1 93 0. 9152 2. 01.17 II. 2052
1.798 0. 9219 1.658 11. 265 11 1.800 0. 9158 1.648 0. 2647
CI. _190 1 0. 922) 63600 I_I.26 41 0. 3766 0.9178 0.3456 11.Lou:
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